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INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

CARGO LINER
$190.70*
The Cargo Liner provides maximum
protection for your cargo area and features
a raised lip around the perimeter of the tray
to help keep dirt and spills within the cargo
tray area. Its light but tough construction
allows the tray to be easily removed for
cleaning.

FRONT ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL
PROTECTORS
$430.31*
Heighten the thrill of stepping into your
Lexus with illuminated door sills for the
driver and front passenger doors.
Precision-contoured to fit the vehicle, the
sills feature brushed heavy-gauge stainless
steel to help protect against unsightly
scuffs, scrapes and scratches. The front
door sills feature LED illumination of the
Lexus name in glowing white for gas
models or "hybrid blue" for hybrid models
whenever the front doors are opened.
These illuminated door sill enhancements
are designed to meet Lexus high standards
for precision fit and finish, so you can be
assured of long-lasting beauty and
durability. Kit of 2 (front).

LEXUS GENUINE DASH CAMERA
$687.10*
Record your life adventures in full HD
1080p with the Lexus Genuine Dash
Camera. Four modes: Continuous
Recording, Adventure Mode, Parking
Surveillance and Incident Recording. The
Dash Camera also includes is fully
integrated with GPS and G-force sensors
that capture your position and speed,
allowing you to download your journey to
your mobile app and/or desktop (app and
software required). Industrial grade micro
SD card included.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested
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START+ LONG RANGE REMOTE
ENGINE STARTER
$1,189.55*
Lexus START+ Long Range Remote Engine
Starter enables you to start your Lexus
from 800 metres or 2,600 feet away (range
can be affected by the surrounding
environment). Lexus START+ also activates
the pre-set heating, the air conditioning
system, as well as the front and rear
defoggers. * The Lexus START+ is designed
for vehicles with automatic transmission
only and might not be available for all
vehicles. The range can be affected by the
surrounding environment. Not all features
are applicable to all models. Please consult
your Dealer for more details. Laws in some
communities may restrict the use of
Remote Engine Starters, please check your
local regulations.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

BODY SIDE MOULDING
$313.50*

PRO SERIES PAINT PROTECTION FILM
$432.00*

REAR BUMPER APPLIQUE
$117.10*

Sleek and amazingly durable, Lexus body
side mouldings feature a high-quality bodycolor finish and are rigorously tested for
impact and chip resistance in extreme
climates. They are also designed to resist
peeling in high-pressure washing and
normal environmental exposure. By
protecting the door from scratches, dents
and chipping, this premium accessory
helps retain the vehicles resale value.

The Genuine Lexus Pro Series Paint
Protection Film is designed for the hood
and front fenders and helps guard your
vehicle from weathering, UV radiation and
road debris that can chip and scratch the
finish. Constructed from transparent
thermoplastic urethane, the clear-coated
film helps maintain a like-new appearance
for your Lexus.

Load and unload with peace of mind. The
rear bumper appliqué helps keep the top
surface of your Lexus looking like new.
Designed and cut for an exact fit to the
vehicle’s rear bumper. Made from a
durable, UV-resistant, non-yellowing 8-mil
clear polyurethane protection film that
meets Lexus' rigid engineering standards,
the appliqué helps protect the rear bumper
from minor scratches, gouges and marring.
Stain-, chemical- and fuel-resistant, the
rear bumper appliqué is finished with an
integrated, pearl-coated Lexus logo that
enhances the vehicle’s appearance.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested
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SIDE WINDOW DEFLECTORS
$453.50*
The Genuine Lexus Side Window Deflectors
are aerodynamically shaped to minimize
wind noise and buffering when driving with
open windows. The deflectors are designed
to integrate flawlessly with your Lexus,
while maintaining its sleek look. Breathe in
the fresh air without having to worry about
wind, rain or the cold Canadian snow.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested
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